This paper deals with the output consensus problem of heterogeneous networks in a leader-follower manner that are interconnected by a physical coupling graph. The network under consideration consists of linear agents with different dynamics/ dimensions. Both the state-feedback and output-feedback control protocols based upon information flow prescribed by a separate communication graph are developed, using the internal model principle and relative outputs of neighboring agents. With the small-gain theorem, we convert the consensus problem into a H ∞ control problem of decoupled linear systems having the same dimensions as a single agent, where the disturbance attenuation constraints depend on the largest singular value related to the global information of physical and communication graphs. Then, we provide local synthesis procedures for control gains in terms of feasible solutions of algebraic Riccati equations. Finally, simulation examples are presented to verify the performance of the theoretical results.
Introduction
In the past decade, consensus (including leaderless consensus and leader-follower consensus) has become a hot topic due to broad applications of cooperative control of multiagent systems (MASs) [1] [2] [3] [4] . It is concerned with designing control protocols for each agent in the presence of limited information exchanges such that eventually the group reaches an agreement on certain quantities of interest. Early consensus works focus on MASs with very primitive individual agent dynamics (such as single integrators or double integrators) [5] [6] [7] [8] , where only the information exchange among agents determines time evolution of the networks. Starting from them, the MASs with finite-dimensional linear dynamics have enticed intensive attention from the control community, which are more general and include integrator dynamics as a special case [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In the past literature of consensus, it is commonly assumed that all agents in a MAS are modeled by identical linear equations, which is said to be homogeneous networks.
In such MASs, control protocols are designed upon either relative states, relative observer states, or relative output measurements of neighboring agents to produce state consensus (see [11, 14, 15] and references therein). However, in practice, the dynamics of individual agents are hardly exactly identical. For these MASs (often formulated as heterogeneous networks), previous control protocols for homogeneous networks not only fail to guarantee the stability of state consensus but also make state consensus meaningless in the case that the state-space dimensions of individual agents are different. Therefore, recent interest has shifted to output consensus of heterogeneous MASs, where all agents reach an agreement on their partial-state outputs through relative output information exchange with neighboring agents [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Within the literature addressing the output consensus problem of heterogeneous MASs, two approaches are of particular interest: the feedforward approach and the internal model approach. In the feedforward approach, a state or output feedback protocol is designed based on the solution of the output regulator equations [19] . More recently, the internal model principle has been extended to the study of output consensus control [20] [21] [22] [23] and output containment control [27] of heterogeneous networks.
However, most of previous works are restricted to MASs interconnected by a single communication topology. However, coordination problems encountered in the cyberphysical systems (e.g., power generators and robot teams) can often be rephrased as consensus problems in which two interaction topologies coexist, i.e., the physical coupling topology and the communication topology [28, 29] . When that is the case, the first physical coupling topology connects the dynamics of the agents [30, 31] and then control protocols are computed using the information flow prescribed by the second communication topology [32, 33] . To our best knowledge, the very few works that explicitly address the consensus problems of linear MASs with more than one interaction topologies are reported in [34, 35] . In [34] , only the homogeneous dynamics of agents are considered. Although Lombana and di Bernardo [35] has investigated the heterogeneous case, the agents are required to have identical dimension. Furthermore, the input of each agent should have the order as many as that of the agent itself.
To fill up the abovementioned gaps, this paper considers the distributed control problem of linear heterogeneous MASs coupled by a physical coupling graph G p , which is in general more difficult than that of homogeneous MASs. The control protocols are designed upon the allowed information flow prescribed by a separate communication graph G c . Compared to existing methods, the salient features of this paper are summarized as follows.
(1) We study linear MASs in a generalized environment in the sense that they have not only physical couplings between their dynamics (captured by the physical coupling graph G p ) but also a second communication graph G c allowing information flow for the design of control protocols. Furthermore, the agents have their own individual dynamics. Thus, the resulting multiagent systems are heterogeneous and coupled by multiplex interaction topologies
(2) Relying on the relative outputs between neighboring agents, both the state-feedback and output-feedback protocols are proposed. In each protocol, a dynamic compensator is constructed by the internal model principle
The key element of our approach for the analysis of leader-follower output consensus is the smallgain theorem, which allows us to recast the original consensus problem as the H ∞ control problem of a set of decoupled linear systems with the same dimensions as a single agent (4) The decomposed H ∞ control problem consists of both the state-feedback and output-feedback cases, with a disturbance attenuation constraint depending on the largest singular value related to the global information of physical and communication graphs.
Accordingly, the control gains can be determined by solving the algebraic Riccati equations
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the notation used throughout the paper is given and the output consensus problem is formulated. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the main results for the state-feedback control and output-feedback control, respectively, where the global sufficient condition and local design procedures are presented. In Section 5, numerical simulations are presented to validate the main results of the paper. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
Let ℝ and ℝ n×n stand for the sets of real numbers and n × n real matrices, respectively. jℝ denotes the imaginary axis. I n and 1 n represent an identity matrix of dimension n and a vector in ℝ n with elements being all ones, respectively. ⋅ denotes the Euclidean vector norm or the corresponding induced matrix 2-norm. For symmetric matrices X and Y, X ≥ Y (respectively, X > Y) means that X − Y is positive semidefinite (respectively, positive definite). diag … defines a block-diagonal matrix. For two matrices X and Y, X ⊗ Y denotes the Kronecker product and σ X is the maximum singular value of X. If not explicitly stated, matrices are assumed to have compatible dimensions.
Graph Theory.
A weighted directed graph (digraph) is denoted by G = V , ℰ , where V = 1, … , N denotes the set of nodes and ℰ ⊆ V × V denotes the set of edges. A directed edge in ℰ is denoted by the ordered pair of nodes j, i , meaning that node i can receive information from node j. The set of neighbors of node i is denoted by N i = j ∈ V j, i ∈ ℰ . No self-loop is allowed; hence, a ii = 0, ∀i ∈ V . The adjacency matrix G = g ij ∈ ℝ N×N associated with the digraph G is defined by g ij > 0 if j, i ∈ ℰ and g ij = 0 otherwise. The Laplacian matrix L = l ij ∈ ℝ N×N is defined as l ii = ∑ k∈N i g ik and l ij = −g ij for all j ≠ i. A path on the digraph is an ordered set of distinct nodes i 1 , … , i k such that i q−1 , i q ∈ ℰ. A digraph is said to have a spanning tree if there exists a node, called the root, which has a directed path to every other node in the graph.
Problem Formulation.
We consider a heterogeneous group with N followers and a leader, in which the followers are labeled as agents 1, … , N and the leader is labeled as agent 0. Motivated by the applications of distributed control in cyber-physical systems, we model the interaction topology between the N followers by two digraphs: one is the physical coupling digraph G p = V , ℰ p with the adjacency matrix G p = g p ij ∈ ℝ N×N and Laplacian matrix L p = l p ij ∈ ℝ N×N and the other is the communication digraph
Complexity
The dynamics of ith follower is given by
ij is the element of G p , and N p i is the set of neighbors of node i corresponding to the physical coupling graph G p . A i , B i , C i , and D i are the known real constant matrices of appropriate dimensions describing the nominal dynamics of follower i. To avoid redundancy of measurement, it is assumed that C i has full row rank, i.e., rank C i = q.
The leader 0 which acts as an exosystem that generates a reference trajectory for the group obeys the dynamic model.
where x 0 ∈ ℝ n 0 and y 0 ∈ ℝ q denote the state and measured output, respectively. We assume that the leader does not receive any information from followers and can be observed only from a small subset of followers. To depict whether the followers are connected to the leader, we define a leader adja-
if the ith follower obtains information from the leader 0 and g i0 = 0 otherwise.
Remark 1. Note that MAS (1) and (2) is called heterogeneous because each agent has its own distinct dynamics and their dimensions are also nonidentical. Attempts to address the distributed control problems for such systems have been addressed [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Unfortunately, the aforementioned schemes ignore the coupling effect of the originally existed physical coupling graph, thus cannot be straightforwardly applied to the considered control problem. This renders the contribution of this paper with respect to previous works considerable.
Throughout this paper, we shall use the following concept of output consensus for the heterogeneous MAS (1) and (2). Definition 1. The heterogeneous MAS (1) and (2) coupled by the physical coupling graph G p is said to reach output consensus if for all i ∈ V , there exist distributed control laws u i relying on the communication graph G c such that the following local output error:
The aim of this work is to solve the output consensus problem of the MAS (1) and (2) under the physical coupling graph G p by designing the control protocols u i . More specifically, we consider two cases: (1) the state-feedback case in which the full state information of each follower can be measured and (2) the output-feedback case in which only partial state information of each follower is measured. To solve the aforementioned control problem, we need to introduce the concept of the internal model [36] , which will help us define the dynamic compensator in the process of distributed control design.
where α i , θ i i = 1, … , q are controllable and the minimal polynomial of A 0 divides the characteristics polynomial of α i . We conclude this section by introducing some assumptions that will be required to derive the main results of this paper. rank
The Case of State-Feedback Design
In this section, we consider the output consensus problem of MAS (1) and (2) using the state-feedback control of the form:
where z i ∈ ℝ s i represents the internal controller state and K x i and K z i are the state-feedback gain and feedforward gain to be designed, respectively. S 1i and S 2i are constant matrices such that the pair S 1i , S 2i contains a q-copy 3 Complexity internal model of A 0 as defined in Definition 2. e iv is the neighborhood output error of follower i defined by
where g c ij are elements of G c and N c i is the set of neighbors of node i corresponding to the communication graph G c .
The output consensus problem will be solved using the state-feedback control law (6) in two steps. First, a global sufficient condition for output consensus is provided by applying the output regulation technique [36] , and we next present detailed local design procedures for control gains K x i and K z i based on the small-gain theorem [37] and the solution of H ∞ control problems [38] .
Global Condition for Output Consensus.
Denoting
and substituting the protocol (6) into MAS (1) and (2), we can write the closed-loop dynamics of the overall network in the following compact form:
It can be seen from (9) that the problem of output consensus will be solved if the global output error e t = C l x l t − C 0 x 0 t → 0 as t → ∞. The following theorem gives a global sufficient condition on the system matrix A l for the problem. (1) and (2) and let Assumptions 2-3 be satisfied. Then, the output consensus problem is solvable by the state-feedback protocol (6) if the system matrix A l in (10) is Hurwitz. Proof 1. Assume that A l in (10) is Hurwitz. According to the output regulation theory (Huang [36] ), the global output error e t = C l x l − C 0 x 0 in (9) will converge to zero if the linear matrix equation:
Theorem 1. Consider the heterogeneous MAS
has a unique solution X l .
It is now required to show that under the hypotheses of this theorem, the unique solution X l to (11) indeed exists. Recall that since A l is exponentially stable and A 0 is completely unstable under Assumption 2, σ A l ∩ σ A 0 = ∅. Then, the first equation of (11) which is a Sylvester equation has a unique solution X l . By decomposing X l as X l = X T l1 , X T l2 T , the first equation of (11) can be expanded as
Since the pair S 1i , S 2i incorporates a q-copy internal model of A 0 , the pair S 1 , S 2 also incorporates a q-copy internal model of A 0 . So the solution X l = X T l1 , X T l2 T can guarantee that 0 = C l X l − C 0 with the help of Assumption 3. Therefore, X l satisfies both equations of (11). This completes the proof.
Local Design for Control Gains. Based on Theorem 1,
what remains is to design gain matrices K x i and K z i to make A l in (10) Hurwitz, which is equivalent to stabilizing the following linear systems coupled through graphs G p and G c :
where
we can express the global form of system (13) as
where T i s ∞ denotes the H ∞ norm defined by T i s ∞ = sup ω∈R σ T i jω .
Proof 2. Notice that stability of matrix A l in (10) is equivalent to stability of system (16) . According to the small-gain theorem (Khalil [37] ), system (16) is stable if
that (17) is a sufficient condition for (18) . This completes the proof.
Remark 2. Very recently, the cooperative output regulation problem was studied for heterogeneous MASs in a similar H ∞ control framework [23] , where both state feedback and dynamic output feedback were considered. Interestingly, Li. et al. [23] proposed a less conservative small-gain-type solvability condition than the ones in [21, 22] . The main characteristic of the small-gain-type condition of [23] is that the communication graph is not separated from the H ∞ -type index of all agents, which is directly used for the graph weight optimization and H ∞ -control-based protocol gain design. Particularly, the square structure of the communication graph-related matrix in [23] allows that the solvability condition can be preexplicitly ensured for three special cases of the graph, the agent dynamcis and the exo-system dynamics. However, it can be seen from our graph-related matrix Ψ in (15) that the introduction of the physical graph G p not only destroys the square structure of Ψ but also may lead to σ Ψ > 1. Therefore, the developed graph weight optimization method and the feasibility discussion for special MASs in [23] are not applicable to our considered MAS (1) and (2) with both physical graph G p and communication graph G c .
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, the output consensus is linked to the H ∞ control theory. In order to obtain the state-feedback protocol (6) that makes MAS (1) and (2) achieves output consensus, it suffices to find gains K x i and K z i such that a state-feedback controller internally stabilizes the linear system T i s with disturbance attenuation bound 1 /σ Ψ . For this purpose, we should consider the linear system:
under the state-feedback control:
Here,x i ∈ ℝ n i +s i is the state,û i ∈ ℝ m i is the control input, w i ∈ ℝ 2q is the disturbance input,ẑ i ∈ ℝ q is the controlled output, C i and B i are as in (14) and (15) , and
The following result explains how to obtain control gains K x i and K z i such that (21) solves the H ∞ problem of (20) with a prescribed disturbance attenuation constraint γ > 0.
Lemma 2.
Let γ > 0 be a prescribed level of disturbance attenuation and δ i > 0 be a given constant. Then, the linear system (20) is stabilizable with an H ∞ -norm bound γ via the statefeedback controller (21) with gains given by
if there exists a positive definite solutionP i > 0 for the Riccati equation:
Proof 3. When we apply the control (21) to the linear system (20) , the closed-loop system fromŵ i toẑ i is given bŷ
with A i in (14) expressed as
We first prove the asymptotic stability of the closedloop system (25) without external disturbance (i.e.,ŵ i = 0), by considering the Lyapunov function (Xie and de Souza Carlos [38] )
whereP i > 0 is a solution of (24). Differentiating V t along the trajectory of the closedloop system (25) yields
then the closed-loop system (25) is asymptotically stable witĥ w i = 0. Next, we establish the upper bound γŵ i 2 for the L 2 0, ∞ norm ofŵ i by introducing
iŵi dt 29
Assumingx i 0 = 0, we have that for any nonzeroŵ i ∈ L 2 0, ∞ :
Considering (24), one can show that J < 0, i.e.,ẑ i 2 ≤ γŵ i 2 for any nonzeroŵ i ∈ L 2 0, ∞ . This ends the proof.
Based on Theorem 1 and Lemmas 1-2, the following theorem yields a state-feedback protocol for output consensus of heterogeneous networks. Theorem 2. For any given 0 < γ ≤ 1/σ Ψ , consider the heterogeneous MAS (1) and (2) under Assumptions 1-4. The output consensus problem is solved by the state-feedback protocol (6) if we design control gains K x i and K z i as in (23) wherê P i > 0 is the solution of the Riccati equation (24) . Remark 3. From Theorem 2, the state-feedback protocol (6) can be designed along the following steps (Algorithm 1).
The Case of Output-Feedback Design
We now deal with the output-feedback design for achieving output consensus of system (1) and (2) , which is of the form:
where z i ∈ ℝ s i represents the internal controller state and K y i and K z i are the output-feedback gain and feedforward gain to be determined, respectively. S 1i and S 2i are constant matrices such that the pair S 1i , S 2i contains a q-copy internal model as defined in Definition 2 of A 0 .
Interconnecting the MAS (1) and (2) using the outputfeedback protocol (31), the closed-loop system can be still obtained as (9) but with only A l in (10) redefined by
Therefore, Theorem 1 holds to solve the output consensus problem by the output-feedback protocol (31) with the corresponding system matrix A l in (32) . Similarly, Lemma 1 holds with A i in (14) redefined by
As in Section 3 for the case of state-feedback design, we now consider the linear system:
34
Step 1. Choose the pair S 1i , S 2i to contain a q-copy internal model of A 0 .
Step 2. For the given physical coupling graph G p and communication graph G c , compute σ Ψ for Ψ in (15) .
Step 3. Choose the disturbance attenuation constraint γ such that 0 < γ ≤ 1/σ Ψ and δ i > 0.
Step 4. Solve the Riccati equation (24) to get gain matrices K x i and K z i according to (23) .
Complexity under the output-feedback control:
Here,x i ∈ ℝ n i +s i is the state,û i ∈ ℝ m i is the control input, w i ∈ ℝ 2q is the disturbance input,ŷ i ∈ ℝ q+s i is the measured output,ẑ i ∈ ℝ q is the controlled output, C i and B i are as in (14) and (15) ,Â i andB i are as in (22) , and
Motivated by the static output-feedback design for the single agents [39] , we establish the following Lemma on how to compute output-feedback control for the H ∞ control problem of linear systems. Lemma 3. Let γ > 0 be a prescribed level of disturbance attenuation and δ i > 0 be a given constant. The linear system (34) is stabilizable with an H ∞ -norm bound γ via the outputfeedback controller (35) if there exist matrices K y i , K z i , and L i such that
whereP i > 0 is a solution of the Riccati equation:
Proof 4. The proof is similar to Lemma 2 and is thus omitted here.
Based on Theorem 1 and Lemmas 1 and 3, the main result on output consensus using the output-feedback design is established below. Theorem 3. For any given 0 < γ < 1/σ Ψ , consider the heterogeneous MAS (1) and (2) under Assumptions 1-4. The output consensus problem is solved by the output-feedback protocol (31) if we design control gains K y i and K z i as in (37) whereP i > 0 is the solution of the Riccati equation (38) .
Remark 4. From Theorem 3, the output-feedback protocol (31) should be designed by solving the coupled matrix (37) and (38) . These equations can be efficiently solved by the following steps (Algorithm 2) without requiring the initial stabilizing gains [39] .
Simulation Results
Consider a group of one leader and three followers with the communication network topology G c and the physical network topology G p as shown in Figure 1 with the leader adjacency matrix G 0 = diag 0,1,1 .
The dynamics of the leader and each follower is described as below.
Step 4. Set n = 0 and L i 0 = 0.
Step 5. FindP i n through solvinĝ
T iPi n −P i nB i L i n + δ i I = 0 Update the control gain K y i K z i and the matrix L i using
Step 6. If K y i n + 1 K z i n + 1 and K y i n K z i n are close enough to each other, stop and set K y i K z i = K y i n + 1 K z i n + 1 . Otherwise, set n = n + 1 and go to Step 5. It can be easily verified that Assumptions 1-4 are satisfied by designing the internal model S 1i , S 2i for the ith follower as
With the Laplacian matrices L c and L p in (39), we have σ Ψ = 0 1022 and 1/σ Ψ = 9 7857. 5.1. The State-Feedback Case. In this case, we use the state-feedback protocol (6) . Based on Algorithm 1, we set γ = 6 0 < 1/σ Ψ and σ 1 = σ 2 = σ 3 = 0 6. Then, by solving the Riccati equation (24), the gain matrix K x i and K z i in (23) can be designed as Thus, according to Theorem 2, MAS (40), (41), (42), and (43) has achieved the output consensus by using the statefeedback control (6) with control gains K x i and K z i in (45). The evolutions of the agent outputs and tracking errors are shown in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. and other parameters are kept the same as the statefeedback case.
Based on Algorithm 2 and setting γ = 8 0 < 1/σ Ψ and σ 1 = σ 2 = σ 3 = 0 8, we select the gain matrix K y i and K z i in (37) as follows: 
Conclusion
The output consensus problem has been solved for a group of heterogeneous linear agents whose dynamics are coupled by a physical coupling graph. Distributed control protocols relying on the relative output information have been proposed for both state-feedback and output-feedback cases. By bringing together output regulation theory and H ∞ control technique, we have demonstrated that the developed protocols guarantee that the output of each follower synchronizes to that of the leader. The computational algorithms for computing control gains were provided by solving the algebraic Riccati equations. It should be noted that the recent work of Li. et al. [23] introduces an interesting topic of discussing the preexplicit issue for output consensus of special MASs. Unfortunately, until now, we have not established the similar results for MASs with multiplex interaction graphs (e.g., the communication graph G c and the physical graph G p considered here), which leaves an open problem for our future study. Also, it is worth extending our results to solve the similar problem of uncertain MASs with complicated agent dynamics.
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